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To date, the science fictional masterpiece that changes the Frank Herbert game, Dune has had three adaptations. The version currently in the cinemas of Denis Villeneuve, the 2000 SCI-Fi Channel (now Syfy) miniseries and the cult movie of David Lynch of 1984. But at the beginning of the 70s, before Star Wars was the Ó³pera spatial ã © pica, the
mainstream, the French author s/Chilean (and the problematic person) Alejandro Jodorowsky almost did it first. He imagined a 14 -hour Dune Pica version with the painter Salvador Dali as the emperor, Orson Welles such as Baron Harkonnen and a score of Pink Floyd. And now a conceptual book of Jean "Giraud" of Moebio "is prepared for an auction.
Via Boing Boing, we learned that the Holy Grail of Jodorowsky" the unproduced Dune has resurfaced and will soon be in an auction. During the pre -productive of Dune, the iconic artist of Cómics French Jean "Moebius" created an immense collection of sets of sets of sets and characters and a grated guyn almost completely finished of the entire
movie. Jodorowsky and the movie producers made only a few copies of their hardcover collection. They were sent to Hollywood in the hope that art would convince a study for Greenlight to the project. Which, of course, never happened. But there are still a puaver of these books. In a few weeks, Christie will auction one of these extremely rare books
(producers only made 10). They officially titled this massive "Phonebook of Art", Michel Seydoux presents Alejandro Jodorowsky's dune from Frank Herbert's novel. Christie expects the collection with Moebius's work to be sold for 25,000 euros: Sony's images, you have seen the fantastic documentary of Jodorowsky, you have seen glimpses of some of
some of some of the amazing art of Moebius. But unfortunately, this Dune version never reached s¡Ãziuq s¡Ãziuq sE .sadac©Ãd samix³Ãrp sal etnarud otseupuserp narg ed acif¡Ãrgotamenic n³Ãiccif aicneic ed sayepope sal sadot ³Ãripsni otceyorp etse arap adaerc suibeoM ed etra ed arbo al ,ograbme niS .onimr©Ãt The most influential film ever made.
The auction is going to live in Christie on November 22. In the meantime, click the official page for this auction to take a look inside this huge volume. The spice should not be flowing for members of an NFT group (non-expendable token) that spent $3 million in a rare book detailing the filmmaker Alejandro Jodorowsky, the failed adaptation of the epic
novel of science fiction science fiction by Frank Herbert. The book was offered in a sale of Paris of Christie on November 22 with an estimate of € 25,000-35,000 and was bought for more than 100 times its low estimate (â€2.6m, or $3 million, including Prices) by an anonymous group identified as Spice Dao (decentralised autonomous organization),
whose members mistakenly believed that the purchase granted them the copyright of the book, which they intended to empalmarize and sell. Its objective is to "emit a collection of NFTs that are technically innovative and culturally disruptive, a first marketing trick in its type, and that burning the book would be a" inducible marketing trick that could
register that it could register The video, with the video itself sold as an NFT. DAO de Spice also stated that he would digitalize and publicize the book, which would produce an original animated series based on the book for a transmission service, and that he would do so with "Supporting Render Projects". However, the Internet quickly rushed to
point Out that the book is already available to view online for free, and that the purchase does not grant Spice Dao the rights to produce works based on its content. An NFT series, for example, would probably meet a demand from real copyright holders, currently Herbert's limited society. About 10 copies of the book, in theThe French director
compiled his conceptual works of art and notes for the movie, it is believed that they exist. The book in Sã became widely known after the launch of the 2013 documentary 2013 Dune, a film that chronicles ambitious but poorly known production, which was cast off once it was considered too long and too expensive. In the mid 1970s, Jodorowsky
imagined a 14-hour film produced in collaboration with Herbert, who launched the novel in 1965. Salvador Dalí was famously billed to act in the film, requesting a rate of $100,000 per hour, with Pink Floyd and others willing to produce the soundtrack. Before the French-Canadian director Denis Villeneuve released his well-received blockbuster
adaptation of the novel last year, Dune was adapted by David Lynch in 1984, but his version met with divisive criticisms, with Lynch himself once expressing that there was “something wrong with that film.” Although he never realized, Jodorowsky's plans for Dune reached the status of worship among the fans of Herbert's masterpiece. While Spice
DAO may have made a $3m error with her plans for Dune NFTs, as the Reverend Mother of Dune advises in the novel: “Observation of clouds of sunset.” Christie has marketed the book as “one of the most legendary objects in the history of science fiction cinema and pop culture, a precious relic of a cursed project that has inspired several
generations,” which “brought together some of the greatest artists of the [Jodorowsky] time.” The previous copies, which were distributed to producers and executives in the 1970s, have sold for about $25,000. A decentralized autonomous organization known as Spice DAO has just reportedly paid $3 million USD for an original 1975 copy of Dune.
Selling approximately 100 times your estimate, well above your market value, even if you factor in the success of rebooting the movie, a series of tweets is leading users to believe that Spice DAO thinks it gives them the rights to history.Two of its objectives of the purchase of the book, indicates that it will make the book free to the public, and produce
an animated limited series to sell at a streaming service, as well as as The issue with this is that the book is already free online, and buying the book would not legally give them permission to create an animated series based on the story. As on user points out, buying a Spider-Man comic would not mean the purchaser could then start making his own
series based on Spider-Man. Check out the listing for the book over at Christie¢ÃÂÂs and see the tweets below. You bought a collectible for 100X estimated value. Do you think if you bought a Spider-Man comic you could start making Spider-Man movies as well? pic.twitter.com/hKDzwn0xN2 ¢ÃÂÂ Journalistic Facts (@JournalistFact1) January 16,
2022 In other NFT news, Walmart could start offering up cryptocurrency and NFTs. You're Reading a Free Preview Pages 8 to 12 are not shown in this preview. You're Reading a Free Preview Pages 20 to 21 are not shown in this preview. You're Reading a Free Preview Pages 26 to 37 are not shown in this preview. You're Reading a Free Preview
Pages 44 to 47 are not shown in this preview. You're Reading a Free Preview Pages 51 to 60 are not shown in this preview. You're Reading a Free Preview Pages 68 to 69 are not shown in this preview. You're Reading a Free Preview Pages 74 to 76 are not shown in this preview. You're Reading a Free Preview Pages 81 to 101 are not shown in this
preview. You're Reading a Free Preview Pages 106 to 124 are not shown in this preview. Ã©Â 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates AustraliaGoogle Play, iTunes, Microsoft Store, MovieAus, Quickflix, Sony Playstation Store United KingdomAmazon Prime Video, iTunesScandinavia (Blockbuster On Demand)Denmark, Finland, Norway,
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